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Corvid Caching: Insights From a Cognitive Model
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Caching and recovery of food by corvids is well-studied, but some ambiguous results remain. To help
clarify these, we built a computational cognitive model. It is inspired by similar models built for humans,
and it assumes that memory strength depends on frequency and recency of use. We compared our
model’s behavior to that of real birds in previously published experiments. Our model successfully
replicated the outcomes of two experiments on recovery behavior and two experiments on cache site
choice. Our “virtual birds” reproduced declines in recovery accuracy across sessions, revisits to previously emptied cache sites, a lack of correlation between caching and recovery order, and a preference for
caching in safe locations. The model also produced two new explanations. First, that Clark’s nutcrackers
may become less accurate as recovery progresses not because of differential memory for different cache
sites, as was once assumed, but because of chance effects. And second, that Western scrub jays may
choose their cache sites not on the basis of negative recovery experiences only, as was previously
thought, but on the basis of positive recovery experiences instead. Alternatively, both “punishment” and
“reward” may be playing a role. We conclude with a set of new insights, a testable prediction, and
directions for future work.
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‘what causes dominance hierarchies to form?’ (Hemelrijk, 1999)
or ‘how do individuals decide when to migrate?’ In contrast,
cognitive questions, that concern animal memory, learning, or
problem solving, are seldom subjected to this approach (Penn,
Holyoak, & Povinelli, 2008).
However, computational models of human cognition have
proven to be very useful, both for uncovering basic mechanisms
and for predicting performance on practical tasks (Anderson, 2007;
Sun, 2008). A single cognitive architecture, such as ACT-R, the
Adaptive Control of Thought–Rational (Anderson et al., 2004),
can be used to investigate topics ranging from list memory (Anderson, Bothell, Lebiere, & Matessa, 1998) to interval timing
(Taatgen, van Rijn, & Anderson, 2007), and from learning mathematics (Anderson, 2005) to driving cars (Salvucci, 2006). Therefore, it seems likely that applying the same technique to corvids
will also produce new insights.
The first issue that we explore with our computational model is
the fact that, in the laboratory, Clark’s nutcrackers become significantly less accurate as recovery progresses. As they find more and
more of their own caches, they make more and more errors, over
the course of just a few days (Balda, Kamil, & Grim, 1986; Kamil
& Balda, 1990). This is surprising, as in the wild, these birds
accurately recover thousands of seeds, months after caching them.
Balda and Kamil et al. explain this apparent discrepancy by hypothesizing that Clark’s nutcrackers remember some caches better
than others, and recover their best-remembered caches first. However, attempts to find out what might make certain sites more
memorable than others have so far not been successful (Kamil,
Balda, & Good, 1999).
The second curious result that we focus on comes from a set of
experiments by de Kort, Correia, Alexis, Dickinson, and Clayton

Like many animals, corvids cache food items, saving them for
later (vander Wall, 1990). Some species, like the Clark’s nutcracker, bury thousands of pine seeds, and rely on them for
months, surviving on little else throughout the winter (vander Wall
& Balda, 1981); other corvids, like the common raven, hide just a
few scraps of meat for a duration of hours, to get their fair share
of a carcass (Heinrich & Pepper, 1998). Corvid caching and
recovery has been extensively studied in the laboratory, and has
been shown to depend on memory (for a review, see de Kort,
Tebbich, Dally, Emery, & Clayton, 2006). However, despite a
wealth of empirical data, some results are difficult to interpret.
In this paper, we attempt to clarify two such ambiguous results,
one concerning the recovery of caches, the other concerning choice
of cache sites. We do this using a new approach: That of computational cognitive modeling. Although many computational models have been built to study animals (Grimm & Railsback, 2005),
so far, the focus has tended to be on ecological questions, such as
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(2007). In this paper, the question is whether Western scrub jays,
another corvid species, can learn to adjust their choice of cache
sites in response to their experiences at recovery, and if so, what
the mechanism is: Are they reacting to reward, preferring to cache
in locations where they have previously found worms, or are they
influenced by punishment, avoiding locations where they have
previously failed to find worms? Here, the problem is that two
experiments seem to offer contradictory answers to this question:
In one, the birds’ behavior seems to indicate that reward is at work,
while in the other, punishment seems to be the best explanation.
Our computational model tackles these two issues in the following way. First, we implement a basic set of assumptions about
corvid cache and recovery cognition as a working computer program, creating a kind of “virtual bird.” This set of basic assumptions is built on the basis of existing literature, both on corvids and
on cognitive models. Then, we expose our virtual bird to simulated
versions of the empirical setups, and see how its behavior compares to that of its biological counterparts.
We start from three basic assumptions: First, that when an
individual caches or recovers, it encodes one, integrated memory
of the event (Clayton, Yu, & Dickinson, 2001). In the model, this
is accomplished by creating a chunk, which encodes the event’s
location and success. Second, that the fresher a memory is, and the
more often it has been used, the easier it will be to recall (Anderson
& Schooler, 1991). In the model, this is done by giving every
chunk an activation, which decays with time, but increases with
every update. And third, that a bird’s memories of its earlier cache
and recovery experiences strongly affect where it will cache and
recover next.
In our simulations, we investigate whether this basic model is
sufficient to replicate the different patterns evident in the recovery
behavior experiments (Balda et al., 1986; Kamil & Balda, 1990).
In addition to declining recovery accuracy, the patterns considered
are the frequency of revisits to emptied sites and the lack of
correlation between caching and recovery order. Furthermore, by
systematically varying the kind of learning in the model, we study
whether scrub jays are most likely motivated by reward or by
punishment in the cache site choice experiments (de Kort, et al.,
2007).
The paper is organized as follows. First, we describe the computational model and its underlying assumptions. Then, we provide an introduction to the recovery behavior experiments conducted with Clark’s nutcrackers (Balda et al., 1986; Kamil &
Balda, 1990), and show our model’s fit of each. This is followed
by a description of the cache site choice experiments done with
scrub jays (de Kort, et al., 2007) and our model’s replications of
each. We conclude with a general discussion of our model, its
findings, and future work.

Method
The original corvid experiments under consideration all share
much of the same structure: They consist of a sequence of caching
and recovery sessions, where the birds are tested individually. In
the caching sessions, the birds are generally sated, and offered
food items to cache; in the recovery sessions, they are usually
hungry, and the only food available is what they have cached in
previous sessions. Another common feature is that the subjects are
always offered a discrete set of cache sites to choose from. In the
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recovery behavior experiments (Balda et al., 1986; Kamil & Balda,
1990), this set of cache sites consists of a series of cups in the floor
of an experimental room. Each cup is filled with sand, and placed
in a regular, rectangular pattern. In the experiments on cache site
choice (de Kort, et al., 2007), the available sites are the individual
sections of 2 ⫻ 8 ice cube trays, filled with corn kibble. These ice
cube trays are individually marked by a unique arrangement of
colored blocks, and are kept the same across trials. In addition,
every ice cube tray is always placed in the same location in a bird’s
home cage, where testing occurs.
As the experimental setup of the recovery behavior and the
cache site choice studies was similar, we can simulate them with
a single computational model. It consists of three parts: A cognitive model, a setup model and a simulator model. The cognitive
model is a computational theory of the cognitive processes under
concern; the virtual bird part of our work. The setup model keeps
track of the state of the “physical world” in the original experiments: What the potential cache sites are, how many items are
currently cached there, and so on. The simulator model, finally, is
what actually runs the experiments: It ensures that the cognitive
model and the setup model are initialized, that the virtual birds are
offered the right number of caching and recovery sessions, and that
data is collected for further analysis.

The Cognitive Model
Our cognitive model focuses specifically on how corvids decide
where to cache or recover. This means that motivational issues are
not considered; in caching sessions, every virtual bird is simply
instructed to cache as often as the real birds in the corresponding
experiment did, and in recovery sessions, it continues to recover
until the simulator model tells it to stop. This can occur when the
virtual bird has recovered all its caches, or when it has recovered
a specific number of caches, or when it has made the maximum
number of recovery attempts, mra. For the recovery behavior
experiments, mra is set to 150; for the cache choice experiments,
mra is set to 40; in each case, this is about twice the sites available.
As we do not know the maximum number of recovery attempts
made in each set of experiments, we aimed only to choose reasonable values; they were not fit to the experimental data.
Every time a virtual bird is asked to cache or recover, it
evaluates all its possible options—all the discrete cups or ice cube
tray sections that are on offer. For each of these options, it
estimates the “attractiveness” of caching or recovering there, depending on the type of session it is currently in. In caching
sessions, the cognitive model estimates “cache attractiveness”; in
recovery sessions, it estimates “recovery attractiveness.” This attractiveness is a number, which the virtual bird calculates on the
basis of its experiences. These experiences are explicitly encoded
in memory, in chunks. Chunks, and the way they determine the
behavior of our virtual birds, are explicitly described below, with
a flowchart summarizing all the component processes in Figure 1.
The basics of chunks. A chunk encodes an event’s type and
location; “type” refers to whether the event was a caching or
recovery event, and “location” refers to the associated cache site.
In the case of a recovery event, a chunk also records success,
which refers to whether or not a cache was actually found. Thus,
a chunk is a memory of a particular kind of experience– caching in
a site, successfully recovering there, or unsuccessfully recovering
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day, so that memory strength decays between sessions, does not
improve the model’s fit. However, it does require an additional
parameter that must be estimated, which we consider undesirable.
Although real birds definitely do experience memory loss over
time, our approach still seems reasonable, as the recovery accuracy
of both Clark’s nutcrackers and Western scrub jays appears to be
insensitive to retention interval within the brief time frames used in
these experiments (Bednekoff, Balda, Kamil, & Hile, 1997; Clayton, Yu, & Dickinson, 2003).
Deciding where to cache.
When the cognitive model is
deciding where to cache next, every site’s cache attractiveness Ck
is determined by the effects of prior experience plus noise. The site
with the highest value of Ck is where the virtual bird will cache. Ck
is computed according to Equation 2. Here, Lk stands for the
influence of learning, which can be turned on or off, while Ik is an
inhibition of return factor, which makes it less attractive for the
virtual bird to return to the same site with the same aim.
Ck ⫽ Lk ⫺ Ik ⫹ noise

Figure 1.
cesses.

Flowchart summarizing the cognitive model’s component pro-

there. Every time the cognitive model experiences one of these
events, it creates the appropriate chunk, and encodes it in memory.
If the appropriate chunk already exists, that chunk receives an
update instead. These updates help determine the chunk’s activation, which represents the memory’s ‘strength.’ A chunk h’s activation Ah depends on its recency and frequency of use, and is
calculated according to Equation 1, adapted from the cognitive
architecture ACT-R (Anderson, 2007; Anderson & Schooler,
1991). In Equation 1, tj represents the elapsed time t since use j of
chunk h, while d is a decay parameter.
A h ⫽ wh 䡠

冘

tj⫺d

(1)

j

The weighing factor wh is determined by chunk h’s type. Cache
chunks have weight wc, successful recovery chunks have weight
wr1, and unsuccessful recovery chunks have weight wr0. This
weighing factor is included because when Clark’s nutcrackers are
caching, they probe the substrate of cups considerably more often
than when they are recovering (Kamil et al., 1999). In addition,
they probe cups slightly more when they are successfully retrieving nuts, than when they fail to find anything (Kamil et al., 1999).
We have taken this as a proxy measure of memorability—the more
a bird is engaged in a particular act, the more memorable it is likely
to be—and have set the weights wc, wr1, and wr0 to reflect the
mean number of bill probes reported for caching, successful, and
unsuccessful recovery events, respectively (Kamil et al., 1999); see
Table 1.
For the purpose of computing the activations of chunks, time is
measured in steps. Every cache or recovery event counts as one
step, and time outside of the experimental sessions is not considered. Adding a fixed number of steps to represent every real time

(2)

Learning. In the experiments on cache site choice (de Kort, et
al., 2007), the question is whether scrub jays are responsive to
“reward” or to “punishment.” Accordingly, our cognitive model is
capable of learning from either positive or negative experiences at
recovery. This is captured by a learning effect Lk on the attractiveness of every cache site k.
When reward is turned on, the cognitive model checks to see if
any recovery chunks m exist that represent successful recovery
attempts anywhere in the tray of site k. If such recovery chunks m
exist, the learning effect Lk[reward] on site k’s attractiveness is
equal to the total activation 兺Am of those chunks m, modified by
an impact factor i. This is captured by Equation 3. In other words,
the stronger the model’s memories of successfully recovering from
a particular tray, the more attractive it finds it to cache there again.
Lk关reward兴 ⫽ i 䡠

冘

Am

(3)

Conversely, when punishment is turned on, the cognitive model
looks for any recovery chunks n that represent unsuccessful recovery attempts anywhere in the tray of site k. If such recovery chunks
n exist, the learning effect Lk[punishment] on site k’s attractiveness
is equal to minus the total activation 兺An of those chunks n,
modified by an impact factor i, as shown in Equation 4. Put
differently, the stronger the model’s memories of unsuccessfully
recovering from a particular tray, the less attractive it finds it to
cache there again.
Lk关punishment兴 ⫽ i 䡠

冘

An

(4)

Inhibition of return. To calculate the inhibition of return Ik
associated with a site k, the cognitive model checks whether any
chunks l exist of the current session’s type, that refer to the same

Table 1
Fixed Settings

Experiment 1
Experiment 2

mra

wc

wr1

wr0

150
40

5.02
5.02

1.82
1.82

1.44
1.44
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site. If any such chunks l exist, the effect of inhibition of return, Ik,
associated with site k is equal to Equation 5, where 兺Al is the sum
of the activations of all such chunks l. Thus, the stronger the
model’s memories of already having cached or recovered in a
particular location, the less likely it is to visit there again with the
same purpose.
Ik ⫽

冘

Al

(5)

Noise. Every site’s attractiveness always has a noise component, representing sources of transient error. The noise term is
computed according to Equation 6, taken from the cognitive architecture ACT-R (Anderson, 2007), where n is a parameter that
we tune, and r is a random value between 0 and 1.
1⫺r
r

noise ⫽ n 䡠 ln

(6)

Deciding where to recover. For the cognitive model, deciding where to recover is similar to deciding where to cache. Every
site’s recovery attractiveness Rk is equal to the effects of prior
experience plus noise. Whichever site currently has the highest
attractiveness Rk will be selected for recovery, as decided by
Equation 7. Here, Fk is a cache relocation effect, which helps the
virtual bird recover at sites where it has previously cached, while
the inhibition of return Ik and noise are the same as described
previously.
Rk ⫽ Fk ⫹ Ik ⫹ noise

(7)

Cache relocation.
While recovering, the cognitive model
calculates the cache relocation effect Fk associated with a site k by
looking for an existing cache chunk o referring to the same site. If
such a chunk is found, the cache relocation effect associated with
site k is equal to that chunk’s current activation Ao, according to
Equation 8. Thus, the stronger the model’s memory of having
cached somewhere, the more attractive it finds it to recover there.
F k ⫽ Ao

(8)

Putting it all together. Let us imagine that the virtual bird is
instructed to choose a cache site, and that its memory contains three
chunks: A cache chunk coding for site A1 in tray A, created on the
previous time step, a cache chunk coding for site B1 in tray B, created
during the previous trial, and a successful recovery chunk coding for
site B1 in tray B, also created during the previous trial. Now, to decide
where to cache next, the virtual bird calculates the cache attractiveness of all available sites, according to Equation 2.
For site A1 in tray A, the virtual bird has an associated cache chunk,
so its attractiveness is dampened by inhibition of return, as given by
Equation 5. The amount of inhibition of return depends on the
activation of the cache chunk, as given by Equation 1. In addition, the
site’s attractiveness is modified by noise, as given by Equation 6. For
the other sites in tray A, the virtual bird has no relevant memories, and
so their attractiveness is determined by noise only.
For site B1 in tray B, the virtual bird has both a cache chunk and
a successful recovery chunk from the previous trial. Therefore,
inhibition of return is active, as is reward learning, according to
Equation 3, if it is turned on. Inhibition of return causes the
attractiveness of caching in site B1 to decrease with the activation
of the cache chunk, while reward learning causes the attractiveness
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of caching in site B1 to increase with the activation of the recovery
chunk, modified by the impact factor i. Thus, in this case, the
negative effect of inhibition of return is partially reduced by
reward learning. However, because cache chunks are more heavily
weighted than recovery chunks (see Table 1) inhibition of return is
likely to be stronger than reward learning, depending on the
chunks’ relative ages, and the impact factor i. However, the cache
attractiveness of all other sites in tray B is likely to be high,
because inhibition of return does not generalize across trays, while
reward learning does. This is because Equation 3 looks for all
successful recovery chunks corresponding to a site’s tray, not just
the site itself. Finally, the cache attractiveness of all sites is
modified by noise.
Whichever site is now estimated to be most attractive, is where
the virtual bird will cache. Because of the effects of noise, this can
still be any of the available sites. However, on average, the unused
sites in tray B should now be most attractive to cache in, because
of reward learning, while site A1 in tray A should be least attractive, because of inhibition of return, with the cache attractivess of
all other sites between these two extremes. The cognitive model
will continue to make this calculation for each subsequent cache
choice, based on its memories, until the simulator model tells it to
stop. A recovery session works in exactly the same way, except
that the virtual bird is comparing the recovery attractiveness of
sites, according to Equation 7.
Comparing to empirical data. All model results are based
on a sample size of 100 virtual birds for each experimental condition, using the parameter settings of Table 2. Because of the
noise in the model, smaller sample sizes produce more variable
outcomes. For the decay parameter d and the noise parameter n, we
selected the settings that most closely matched the recovery accuracy of the real birds in the first experiment, Experiment 1a, and
then used the same settings throughout the paper. For the impact
parameter i, which is only used in Experiment 2, we chose the
value that produced the best fit of Experiment 2a, and then kept it
for Experiment 2b, without any further fitting. Within the range of
values in Table 2, all possible combinations were tried. More
extreme values were not considered, as these always resulted in
recovery that was not accurate enough. However, the model’s
qualitative results do not depend strongly on either its exact
parameter settings or the sample size used (see the online Supplementary Material).

Experiment 1: Recovery Behavior
To investigate what insights our model can provide into the
recovery behavior of Clark’s nutcrackers, we compare its performance to that of the real birds in the first experiments of Balda et
al. (1986) and Kamil and Balda (1990).

Table 2
Adjustable Parameters

Experiment 1
Experiment 2
Range evaluated

Decay, d

Noise, n

Impact, i

0.2
0.2
0–1, by 0.1

2
2
0–5, by 0.5

—
0.9
0–2, by 0.1
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Experiment 1a: Revisits to Emptied Sites (Experiment
1 in Balda et al., 1986)
The main objective of this experiment was to discover why
Clark’s nutcrackers tend to return to already emptied cups, termed
“revisits” (Kamil & Balda, 1985). In the wild, when corvids
recover their caches, this leaves visible signs of digging. In the
laboratory, however, the sand is smoothed over between recovery
sessions. This means that the birds have no visual reminders of
where they have already recovered their caches.
Balda and coauthors hypothesized that perhaps this is what
causes Clark’s nutcrackers to make so many revisit errors in the
laboratory. They tested this hypothesis by running an experiment
with two conditions: The marked and unmarked condition. In the
marked condition, the scattered sand of earlier digging was there at
recovery; in the unmarked condition, it was not. Both conditions
consisted of one caching session followed by three recovery sessions, which started ⬃10 days later, and occurred on alternate
days. In each caching session, the birds were allowed to make
about 20 caches; in each recovery session, they were allowed to
recover approximately a third of what they had hidden. Four birds
were used in the experiment, all of which participated in both
conditions.
Balda et al. (1986) found no significant differences between the
two conditions. Irrespective of whether there were signs of previous digging, two out of four Clark’s nutcrackers always made
more revisits than expected by chance, although only at the 10%
significance level. In total, there were 16 recovery sessions where
revisits could occur—four birds ⫻ two conditions ⫻ two sessions
with emptied cups—so that 50% of sessions involved more revisits
than expected by chance. Figure 2, left panel, shows the mean
number of revisits made, collapsed across the “marked” and “unmarked” conditions.
In addition, the birds’ mean accuracy declined significantly
across recovery sessions, as defined by the total number of caches
recovered divided by the total number of cups visited; see Figure 2,
right panel. Nevertheless, of the 24 recovery sessions conducted
with the birds—four birds ⫻ two conditions ⫻ three sessions—
accuracy was significantly higher than chance in 19, which is 79%
of the total.
Model results. We run 100 virtual birds only once, through
one caching session followed by three recovery sessions. First, we

Figure 2. Results of Experiment 1a, real birds, Balda et al. (1986), and
computational model. Left: Mean revisits to emptied sites, with SEs. Right:
Mean recovery accuracy, as defined by the total number of caches recovered divided by the total number of cups visited. Adapted from “Revisits
to emptied cache sites by Clark’s nutcrackers (Nucifraga columbiana)” by
R. P. Balda, A. C. Kamil, and K. Grim, 1986, Animal Behaviour, 34,
1289 –1298. Copyright 1986 by Elsevier. Adapted with permission.

find that at the 10% significance level measured by Balda and
colleagues, the virtual birds revisit significantly more emptied sites
than expected by chance in 31% of recovery sessions, and that
their mean revisit frequencies are similar to the empirical data; see
Figure 2, left panel. Second, as shown in Figure 2, right panel, we
also find a significant decrease in recovery accuracy, F(2, 198) ⫽
230.33, p ⬍ .001, and that recovery accuracy is greater than
chance in 87% of sessions.

Experiment 1b: Manipulating Recovery Order
(Experiment 1 in Kamil and Balda, 1990)
Here, Kamil and Balda (1990) specifically investigated why
Clark’s nutcrackers become less accurate across recovery sessions.
To test the idea that this might be because they remember some
cache sites better than others, 10 Clark’s nutcrackers were exposed
to two experimental conditions: The quarters and the free condition.
In the quarters condition, the birds could only recover from a
quarter of the room every recovery session; in the free condition,
the whole room was available. Each condition consisted of one
caching session, followed by four recovery sessions. In both conditions, during the caching session, only 32 cups were available for
caching, eight in each quarter of the room. The birds were allowed
to store seeds until they had created at least three caches in every
quarter. A week later, recovery sessions began, conducted on
successive days. This is where the conditions differed: In the
quarters condition, only one quarter of the room was available for
recovery during each session, while in the free condition, all cups
were always open. In the quarters condition, the birds could
continue to recover until they had retrieved all caches created in
the available quarter; in the free condition, they were allowed to
recover 25% of their caches each session. Seven birds successfully
completed both conditions. Now, if Clark’s nutcrackers remember
some cache sites better than others, their accuracy should have
stayed the same across recovery sessions in the quarters condition,
but it should have declined in the free condition.
As can be seen in Figure 3, the results were as predicted.
Specifically, there was no main effect of either condition or session, but there was a significant interaction between the two.
Subsequent t tests revealed that this was because of a significant
decline in accuracy in the free condition. However, this result was
difficult to interpret, because chance levels of accuracy stayed the
same in the quarters condition, but decreased in the free condition.
In the quarters condition, a new set of cups and caches was
available every recovery session; in the free condition, by contrast,
the full set of cups was open from the start, but the number of
caches left to be recovered kept decreasing. To compensate for this
effect, Kamil and Balda calculated a ‘modified accuracy score’
that compensates for chance levels of accuracy, as derived from
Olton and Samuelson (1976); see Equation 9. With these modified
scores, Kamil and Balda again found a significant condition by
session interaction, because of a significant decrease in accuracy in
the free condition. In further analysis, no general relationship
between caching and recovery order was found.
modified accuracy ⫽

(% accuracy ⫺ % chance)
共100 ⫺ % chance兲

(9)
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Figure 3. Mean recovery accuracy of Experiment 1b, real birds, Kamil
and Balda (1990) and computational models; left: Quarters condition, right:
Free condition. Here, the “probes” model makes 50% of its recoveries
randomly, to reflect exploratory probes. Adapted from “Differential memory for different cache sites by Clark’s nutcrackers (Nucifraga columbiana)” by A. C. Kamil and R. P. Balda, 1990, Journal of Experimental
Psychology: Animal Behavior Processes, 16, 162–168. Copyright 1990 by
the American Psychological Association.

Model results. As can be seen in Figure 3, ‘basic model,’ the
behavior of our virtual birds is similar to that of the Clark’s
nutcrackers: Accuracy decreases in the free condition, but not in
the quarters condition. However, because of our larger sample size,
we find significant main effects of both condition, F(1, 99) ⫽
28.054, p ⬍ .001, and session, F(3, 297) ⫽ 139.65, p ⬍ .001, as
well as an interaction effect, F(3, 297) ⫽ 80.948, p ⬍ .001. When
we calculate modified accuracy scores, we find no main effect of
condition, F(1, 99) ⫽ 2.725, p ⫽ .102, but we do find an effect of
session, F(3, 297) ⫽ 90.474, p ⬍ .001, as well as an interaction
effect, F(3, 297) ⫽ 48.007, p ⬍ .001. Furthermore, like the real
birds, our virtual birds show no systematic relationship between
caching and recovery order in the free condition; of the 100
correlations, only six are significant, p ⬍ .05, and they occur in
both directions.

Discussion
In these two experiments, our virtual birds reproduce two important aspects of Clark’s nutcracker recovery behavior: They
frequently revisit emptied cache sites, and their recovery accuracy
declines across sessions. For the former effect, three possible
explanations have been offered: Either the birds remember their
cache sites but not their recovery attempts, or they remember both,
but continue to make revisits for unknown reasons, or they start to
forget their cache sites as soon as they recover them, and make
revisits because of ‘incomplete forgetting’ (Balda et al., 1986;
Kamil, Balda, Olson, & Good, 1993). For our virtual birds, the
answer lies halfway between the first two explanations: They
remember both, but they remember cache sites better, because of
the different weights used to calculate the activations of cache
chunks and recovery chunks. As explained in the Method section,
these different weights are inspired by the fact that Clark’s nutcrackers probe cups about five times when caching, but only twice
when recovering (Kamil et al., 1999). When the model is deciding
where to recover, it looks for cache chunks and recovery chunks
corresponding to every possible location. The more active a cache
chunk, the higher the attractiveness of recovering there; the more
active a recovery chunk, the lower the attractiveness of recovering
there. Initially, because the activations of chunks decay with time,
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a newer, but lower-weighted recovery chunk will “cancel out” an
older, but higher-weighted cache chunk. However, as the activation of the recovery chunk starts to decay also, the “cancelling out”
starts to fail, creating revisits to emptied sites. We do not claim that
this is the only possible explanation for the revisits made by
Clark’s nutcrackers, but it does follow the behavioral evidence.
Our computational model also provides a different explanation
for the second pattern; that is, the decline in recovery accuracy
across sessions. Kamil and Balda (1990) concluded that this was
because of Clark’s nutcrackers remembering some cache sites
better than others, because the effect disappeared when recovery
order was controlled. For our virtual birds, however, the memorability of all cache sites starts out the same. The activation of a
cache chunk depends only on how often the virtual bird has cached
in that particular site, and how recently it has done so. However,
this cannot be causing the model’s decreasing recovery accuracy,
because then we would find no difference between conditions in
Experiment 1b, as well as a significant, negative correlation between caching and recovery order.
Instead, what explains our model’s fit of Experiment 1b is the
differing chance levels between the quarters and the free condition. In
the quarters condition, the number of caches that can be recovered
remains the same across sessions, while in the free condition, it
declines. Kamil and Balda discarded this as a possible factor because
the birds’ accuracy actually declines faster than chance in the free
condition. In the model, this decrease in chance levels is “magnified”
by noise. When the virtual bird is deciding where to recover, it
calculates the attractiveness of doing so in all possible cups. On
average, cups where it has cached will be more attractive than cups
where it has not cached, because of the positive effect of existing
cache chunks. However, noise may cause an “incorrect” cup to
temporarily be more attractive than all “correct” cups. The lower the
ratio of correct to incorrect cups, the higher the odds of this occurring,
and the higher the noise level, the larger the effect. In the quarters
condition, the ratio of correct to incorrect cups remains the same,
while in the free condition, it decreases across sessions; this, in
combination with noise, is what explains our model’s decline in
recovery accuracy.
One aspect of Clark’s nutcracker recovery behavior that our cognitive model currently fails to capture is the fact that many recovery
attempts in cups that never contained caches are probably not true
errors, but ‘exploratory probes.’ Evidence for this comes from the fact
that when the costs of making a recovery attempt are increased, the
number of errors made drops significantly (Bednekoff & Balda,
1997). In the model, on the other hand, all errors are ‘true errors,’
caused by noise. However, we can adapt the model so that it too can
make “exploratory probes”—where it randomly chooses a recovery
cup, instead of computing cups’ attractiveness on the basis of its
memory—and this gives us the results of Figure 3, ‘probe model.’ In
this run, 50% of recovery attempts were in fact exploratory probes,
and noise was set to 1. This illustrates how the model can be used to
investigate the consequences of different assumptions concerning the
strategies used by real birds, as well as how incorporating such
strategies might improve its fit of the empirical data.

Experiment 2: Cache Site Choice
In de Kort et al. (2007), it was found that Western scrub jays are
sensitive to the fate of their caches at recovery. When the birds
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were offered one caching tray that was always pilfered, and another that was always returned full, they learned to preferentially
cache in the latter tray. This experiment, however, left open the
question of whether the birds were learning through reward, preferring to cache in the tray that was always reinforced, or if they
were learning through punishment, avoiding the tray that was
never reinforced. These two accounts were contrasted in de Kort et
al.’s (2007) Experiment 4a and 4b, and it is these two experiments
that we simulate.
However, as we built our model, we discovered that ‘reinforcement,’ or the lack thereof, can be interpreted in two ways. Either,
it can relate specifically to a bird relocating its own caches in their
expected locations, or it can relate to finding any worms, irrespective of whether the bird has cached them there. Therefore, we tried
‘reward by recovering a cache,’ ‘reward by finding any worm,’
‘punishment by finding a cache missing,’ and ‘punishment by any
failed recovery attempt.’ Of those combinations, only the first
(reward by recovering a cache) successfully reproduced all the
empirical data. Therefore, we present the results of this model in
detail, and explain why the others failed to fit in the subsequent
discussion. We thus run the model with the reward of Equation 3
turned on, the punishment of Equation 4 turned off, and the
additional restriction that virtual birds only learn from recovery
attempts directed at sites where they have previously cached. In the
model, this is implemented by specifying that the learning effect
Lk[reward] associated with a particular site is only affected by
successful recovery chunks for which a corresponding cache
chunk also exists.

Experiment 2a: Return and Move (Experiment 4a in
de Kort et al., 2007)
In this experiment, some caches were moved from one tray to
another, in an effort to distinguish between the reward and punishment accounts. It consisted of two training trials, followed by
one test trial. The training trials consisted of a caching session and
a recovery session, one day apart. In the caching session, eight
scrub jays were presented with two trays, A and B, but one of
them, tray B, was unavailable for caching, as it was covered by a
lid. However, during the recovery session, both trays were fully
accessible. At this point, the birds in the return condition found
their caches returned to them in tray A, where they had left them,
while those in the move condition found their caches moved to tray
B, with tray A now empty. Now, the question was where the birds
in the two conditions would prefer to cache on the test trial, in
which both trays were fully accessible. As shown in Figure 4, top
left, the birds in the return condition cached predominantly in tray
A, while those in the move condition cached predominantly in tray
B, with a significant condition by tray interaction. However, subsequent analysis confirmed only that the “return birds” significantly preferred to cache in tray A, while failing to confirm that the
“move birds” significantly preferred to cache in tray B. Thus, this
experiment was considered inconclusive.
Model results. Given that our virtual birds learn only from
recovering their own caches, we might expect them to only show
tray preferences in the return condition. However, like the real
birds, our virtual birds prefer tray A in the return condition, and
tray B in the move condition; see Figure 4, middle left. Although
this last preference seems numerically weaker in the cognitive

Figure 4. Average caches in trays in Experiment 2, with SEs; left column: Experiment 2a, right column: Experiment 2b; top row: Real birds, de
Kort et al. (2007), middle row: Standard model, with reward by recovering
a cache, bottom row: Alternative model, with both punishment and reward
by recovering a cache, with impact ⫽ 1.9. Adapted from “The control of
food-caching behavior by western scrub-jays (Aphelocoma californica)”
by S. R. de Kort, et al., 2007, Journal of Experimental Psychology: Animal
Behavior Processes, 33, 361–370. Copyright 2007 by the American Psychological Association.

model, it is still statistically significant, unlike in the empirical
data, because of our much larger sample size. We find a significant
condition by tray interaction, F(1, 198) ⫽ 2265.4, p ⬍ 0.001, as
well as a significant preference for tray A in the return condition
F(1, 99) ⫽ 11934, p ⬍ .001 and for tray B in the move condition,
F(1, 99) ⫽ 84.642, p ⬍ .001. In terms of the underlying mechanism, it turns out that in the move condition, our virtual birds are
not really preferring tray B, but instead avoiding tray A, because of
inhibition of return; see Equation 5. In the return condition, this
effect is overpowered by reward learning. In the absence of any
positive recovery experiences, however, inhibition of return drives
our virtual birds to avoid sites where they have previously cached,
and in the move condition, that includes most of tray A.

Experiment 2b: Move, New Tray (Experiment 4b in
de Kort et al., 2007)
The setup of this experiment again involved movement of
caches, but now involving a third, neutral tray. It comprised two
training trials, each consisting of a caching and a recovery session,
and a single test trial, consisting of a caching session only. Every
session, four birds were offered three trays, A, B, and C. During
the training trials, caching in trays B and C was not possible, as
access to these trays was blocked. However, at recovery, the scrub
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jays found all their caches moved from tray A to tray B, leaving
trays A and C empty. On the test trial, all three trays were available
for caching, with the results of Figure 4, top right. There was a
significant effect of tray on the number of worms cached, and this
was because of the fact that both trays B and C contained more
worms than tray A, while not differing from one another.
Model results. As can be seen in Figure 4, middle right, our
virtual birds distribute their caches much as the real birds did:
They cache primarily in trays B and C, and very little in tray A.
This result is because of inhibition of return: Having already
cached in tray A twice, the virtual birds find it unattractive to cache
there again. We find a significant effect of tray on the number of
worms cached, F(2, 198) ⫽ 80.657, p ⬍ .001, and Tukey post hoc
comparisons confirm that trays A and B contain significantly
different numbers of caches, as do trays A and C, p ⬍ .001, while
trays B and C do not.

Discussion
Of our original four hypotheses concerning learning–‘reward by
recovering a cache’, ‘reward by finding any worm’, ‘punishment by
finding a cache missing’, and ‘punishment by any failed recovery
attempt’– our cognitive model provides support for the first, by showing that it is consistent with the empirical data in these two experiments. The idea that successful recoveries reinforce particular
caching strategies is not new; Clayton et al. (2005) already propose
it. However, de Kort et al. (2007) discard this explanation because
it does not account for the results of the ‘move, new tray’ experiment. Yet, in our model, it can, because of the effects of a
completely different mechanism: Inhibition of return. Originally
included in the model simply to spread out caching within sessions—real birds do not cache in the same sites over and over—it
unexpectedly turns out to account for all the results that the
‘reward by recovering a cache’ hypothesis cannot explain. In the
move condition of the ‘return and move’ experiment, the virtual
birds avoid tray A because they have previously cached there; in
the ‘move, new tray’ experiment, the same thing happens. Thus,
‘reward by recovering a cache’, coupled with inhibition of return,
can reproduce all of the empirical data.
However, within our present framework, ‘reward by recovering
a cache’ also seems to the only hypothesis that can be made to fit.
The most interesting alternative to consider is that of ‘punishment
by finding a cache missing’, as it is the one de Kort et al. (2007)
seem to favor. They explain the birds’ behavior in these experiments as inhibited caching in pilfered locations, using a “memory
at retrieval” process. The idea is that when the scrub jays attempt
to recover a cache and find it missing, they recall the corresponding caching episode, and associate their current state of frustration
with it, which discourages them from caching in that location
again. As a result, the scrub jays learn to avoid trays that are
pilfered, and place their caches in “safe” trays instead. Thus,
according to de Kort and colleagues, the mechanism at work is
punishment. However, this cannot account for the birds’ preference for tray A in the return condition of the ‘return and move’
experiment. Under this assumption, the virtual birds learn only
from finding their own caches missing. Therefore, they cannot
learn to distinguish between trays A and B, as they have had no
negative experiences with either.
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Similarly, we can also rule out the explanations ‘reward by
finding any worm’ and ‘punishment by any failed recovery attempt’. In the ‘move, new tray’ experiment, the birds only find
worms in tray B, so ‘reward by finding any worm’ predicts that
they should also prefer to cache there, which they do not do. The
reason for excluding ‘punishment by any failed recovery attempt’
is more subtle, and we only discovered it by actually running the
model. It has to do with ‘move, new tray experiment’: At first
glance, it seems that if the virtual birds learn only through punishment, they should always cache equally in trays B and C,
because they have only lost caches from tray A. However, when
we run an altered version of the model, where we let the virtual
birds learn from every failed recovery attempt, whether or not they
have actually cached there, they always show a significant preference for tray B. This happens because once the virtual birds fail
to find their caches in tray A, they start probing the other trays.
Then, they invariably experience more unsuccessful recoveries in
tray C than in tray B, because their own caches have been moved
to tray B, while tray C is empty. Only if recovery attempts are
linked to their own caching events can the birds learn to avoid
caching in tray A but treat trays B and C equally.
However, this does not mean that scrub jays cannot be learning
from punishment. In particular, our cognitive model is also capable
of reproducing the qualitative patterns evident in these experiments by assuming that it is active in addition to reward, though
only in response to recovery attempts directed at their own caches.
If we continue to fix all parameters at the settings derived for
Clark’s nutcrackers, this model, ‘both reward and punishment by
recovering caches’, cannot do better than Figure 4, bottom row.
This result is similar to the empirical data, except that it shows a
very weak preference for tray A in the return condition. This is
because the virtual birds are now affected by conflicting information; every time they accidentally revisit a cache site that they have
already emptied, tray A becomes less attractive to cache in. Nevertheless, many slight variations of the ‘both reward and punishment by recovering caches’ model do produce a robust preference
for tray A. For instance, if we change our setting of noise so that the
birds make less revisits to emptied sites, or if we assume that inhibition of return does not operate across sessions, then we can produce
a very acceptable fit (see the online Supplementary Material).
Therefore, at present, our cognitive model cannot meaningfully
distinguish between ‘reward by recovering a cache’ and ‘both
reward and punishment by recovering a cache’. The first of these
models depends on the assumption that inhibition of return works
across trials, which has some empirical support: When Kamil and
Balda (1985) forced Clark’s nutcrackers to reuse the exact same
set of cache cups, the birds became agitated, and made an unprecedented number of caches in ‘out-of-cup’ locations, such as under
landmarks. Other studies relevant to this question have been
conducted with parids, the other major family of birds that
stores food. When Male and Smulders (2007) tested coal tits,
the birds avoided caching close to existing caches, but started
reusing sites once they had successfully recovered there. This is
consistent with our account of “reward learning” usually “overpowering” inhibition of return. On the actual question of reward
versus punishment, the evidence from parids is equivocal; in
one experiment black-capped chickadees shifted their caching
from unsafe to safe sites, but the setup does not make it possible
to determine the mechanism (Hampton & Sherry, 1994), while
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in another, the birds failed to show any evidence of learning at
all (Baker & Anderson, 1995), although admittedly they were
only given one trial to do so.

General Discussion
This paper demonstrates that a computational cognitive model
of corvid caching and recovery can successfully replicate the
outcomes of experiments concerning recovery behavior and experiments concerning cache site choice. Our virtual birds successfully reproduced declines in recovery accuracy, revisits to previously emptied cache sites, a lack of correlation between caching
and recovery order, and a preference for caching in safe locations.
By replicating four different experiments with one model—and
keeping parameters constant—we show the integrative power of
this approach. Of course, merely fitting empirical data is not very
interesting. A computational model is only truly useful if it leads
to new insights. We would claim that our model does that in four
ways: It leads to new interpretations of existing results, it helps
clarify the consequences of specific assumptions, it highlights the
need for specific empirical data, and finally, it leads to testable
hypotheses.
First, with regard to new interpretations. In Experiment 1, on
recovery behavior, we show that the declining accuracy of Clark’s
nutcrackers might be because of chance, rather than because of
differential memory for different cache sites, as was previously
assumed (Balda et al., 1986; Kamil et al., 1993). This seems to be
a useful alternative theory, because the attempt to discover what
might make certain sites more memorable than others has not been
successful. Both the physical characteristics of cache sites (Kamil
& Balda, 1990) and the time spent making them (Kamil et al.,
1999) have so far been ruled out as possible explanations.
Furthermore, in Experiment 2, on cache site choice, we show
that it is likely that Western scrub jays react to positive recovery
experiences when deciding where to cache. Originally, the data
from this experiment was interpreted as evidence of scrub jays
reacting to punishment, but not to reward (de Kort, et al., 2007).
With our computational model, we show that the latter explanation, reward, can in fact account for all the empirical results,
provided that the effects of inhibition of return are also taken into
account. This appears to be a novel insight, while still having
empirical support (Kamil & Balda, 1985).
Second, with regard to clarifying the consequences of different
assumptions. In the ‘move, new tray’ experiment, it seems that
scrub jays responding only to punishment should always cache
equally in trays B and C, because they have only lost caches from
tray A. However, running our simulations revealed a counterintuitive result: If the virtual birds learn from every unsuccessful
recovery attempt, they invariably learn to prefer tray B over tray C,
because their own caches have been moved from tray A to tray B,
so that they experience more unsuccessful recoveries in tray C
than in tray B.
Third, with regard to highlighting the need for specific experimental data. In Experiment 2, on cache site choice in Western
scrub jays, we show that either reward, or reward and punishment
working together, can explain the patterns found in the empirical
data. However, the two accounts are distinguished by how they are
affected by other aspects of the birds’ behavior. If scrub jays make
a lot of revisits to emptied sites, then learning by both punishment

and reward becomes very difficult. Too often, the birds incorrectly
conclude that a site has been pilfered, when in fact they have
already recovered the worms themselves. Thus, although “revisit
tendency” and “learning” may seem to be two unrelated issues, our
computational model shows that they are in fact intimately related.
Our approach therefore identifies the empirical data necessary to
distinguish different theories.
Finally, with regard to testable hypotheses. If our model’s
assumptions are correct, eliminating declining chance effects
should eliminate declining recovery performance in Clark’s nutcrackers. This was already done in Kamil and Balda (1990), our
Experiment 1b, with the quarters and free condition, but here,
eliminating declining chance effects also eliminated the birds’
control over the order in which they recovered their caches. Thus,
this experiment did not yet differentiate between our hypothesis,
and the idea that Clark’s nutcrackers become less accurate because
they recover their best-remembered caches first. However, if the
ratio of ‘cups containing caches’ to ‘cups not containing caches’
was kept constant across sessions, without manipulating recovery
order, the two accounts offer different predictions. This could be
done, for instance, by randomly closing more and more empty
cups as the number of full cups dwindles. Then, our model predicts
that recovery accuracy should remain constant, while the “differential memory” hypothesis predicts that it should decrease.
As far as we are aware, our model represents the first computational approach to the cognitive aspects of corvid caching. However, both Miller and Shettleworth (2007) and Dawson and coauthors (2010) present related models of spatial learning, where
subjects must learn to relocate the rewarded corner of an enclosure.
These two models take a very different approach from ours; Miller
and Shettleworth (2007) simulate a single choice rule with changing associative strengths, while Dawson et al. (2010) apply a small
neural network to simulate learning. In contrast, our model explicitly includes memory for past events, and can easily be used to test
the consequences of different behavioral rules. These are complementary approaches; Miller and Shettleworth (2007) and Dawson
et al. (2010) are drawing on formal models of classical conditioning, while we are inspired by the cognitive architectures built for
humans.
Given the new insights already generated, further development
of our model seems worthwhile. At present, it predicts only where
corvids should cache or recover, without considering why they
should cache at all. For Western scrub jays, it seems likely that two
motivational systems operate in parallel: One that inflexibly drives
them to cache, irrespective of the outcome, and one that is sensitive to hunger, learning, and specific satiety (Clayton & Dickinson,
1999). We can explicitly simulate such motivational systems, by
extending our virtual birds with a “caching drive” and a “hunger
drive,” which together determine their propensity to cache. In this
way, we can extend the model’s applicability, and also use it to
investigate other curious results, such as the fact that Western
scrub jays continue to cache even if all their worms are pilfered (de
Kort, et al., 2007).
However, there is also considerable potential to investigate
completely new cognitive questions. Corvid caching has also been
used to study landmark use (Gould-Beierle & Kamil, 1996), future
planning (Raby, Alexis, Dickinson, & Clayton, 2007), and social–
cognitive skills (Bugnyar & Heinrich, 2005), among others. Many
of these experiments feature experimental setups similar to the
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ones considered in this paper, with discrete sets of cache sites and
relatively simple manipulations of the environment. And because
our virtual birds already explicitly encode their caching and recovery experiences in chunks, we can easily extend our model to
experiments where corvids must remember particular configurations of landmarks, or the identity of specific observers. Therefore,
we aim to apply our cognitive model to such experiments in future.
Another interesting direction might be to use our model to look
at the caching and recovery behavior of parids. Although the
caching and recovery behavior of tits and chickadees is in many
ways similar to that of corvids—they both scatter hoard, and they
both use spatial memory to retrieve caches—there are also many
intriguing differences. Parids, for instance, seem to have much
shorter memories (Balda & Kamil, 1992; Brodin, 2005; Brodin &
Kunz, 1997; Hitchcock & Sherry, 1990), and they do not appear to
use observational memory to locate the caches of others (Baker et
al., 1988; Hitchcock & Sherry, 1995), while corvids do (Bednekoff
& Balda, 1996; Watanabe & Clayton, 2007). Attempting to replicate such results with our virtual birds might shed new light on the
cognitive differences between corvids and parids, if any.
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